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1. Introduction. This paper is motivated by the following problem [ 19,

§11.3]. Let a given function F(z) be of class L", p > 1, on an analytic Jordan

curve y in the plane of the complex variable z, and let p„(z) be the unique

sequence of polynomials in z of respective degrees re of best approximation

to F(z) on 7 in the sense of minimizing fy\Fiz) — pniz)\p\dz\; these mini-

mizing Pniz) may also be subjected to certain auxiliary conditions of inter-

polation pniwk) = uk, k = l,2,---,m, which are independent of re and are

not necessarily related to F(z). The object is to study convergence and

degree of convergence of the sequence p„(z) to a possible limit minimizing

function and to study various properties of this limit function. We attack

this problem first (Part I) by studying a general situation in Fp-space, and

then (Part II) by specializing to the problem already mentioned. We treat

likewise the analogous problem where best approximation is measured by a

surface integral over the interior C of y.

Related problems for special cases have been studied by Bieberbach [2],

Julia [7], Keldys and Lavrentieff [9], and Smirnoff [17]. For an analytic

Jordan curve approximation in the case of arbitrary m and p = 2 was studied

by Walsh [19, §11.5], including complete determination of the limit func-

tion in closed form and (where appropriate) maximal convergence of the

extremal polynomials. The corresponding problem of approximation, in-

cluding maximal convergence, with m = 1 and p arbitrary was considered

by Spitzbart [ 18]. Approximation by functions analytic and bounded in a

region D containing C was treated by Walsh and Russell [23], especially in

the casep = 2. The minimizing functions have been studied by Kakeya [8],

Doob [4], Penez [11], Macintyre and Rogosinski [10], and Rogosinski

and Shapiro [ 13]. F. Riesz and M. Riesz [ 12] studied the boundary values

of an analytic function in Hp. A paper by Rosenbloom and Warschawski [14]

contains in outline some material related to work in the present paper, with-

out detailed results; the present research was commenced and completed

without use of that material.
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Forp#2we rely on suitable inequalities and make large use of the or-

thogonality condition (Theorem 4) which characterizes the extremal func-

tion/*. Continuity properties of the extremal function enable us to estimate

I Pn || — ||/* II» and inequalities depending on the uniform convexity of Lp

to estimate ||/* — p*|| • Conclusions are obtained involving degree of con-

vergence, and overconvergence, i.e., convergence in a larger region. (Com-

pare with the simpler case, p = 2 [19, §11.5, Theorem 9].)

In Part I we are concerned with a closed convex subset L* of Lp with clo-

sure by the Lp-norm topology. If f(z) is analytic interior to the unit circle

and if the integrals f02'\f(rew) \pdd, 0 < r < 1, are bounded, f(z) is said to

be of class T7P and it is well known that for radial approach or approach

"in angle" has boundary values almost everywhere on the unit circle and

that for these boundary values the integral Jo*\f(ew) \pd6 exists. The sub-

class Hp of Lp on \z\ = 1 so determined is known to be a closed subset of Lp.

For the case that y is an analytic Jordan curve, T7P(7) is defined in the

obvious way by a conformai mapping onto the interior of the unit circle.

The closure on y of 77p in Lp is evident.

If Lp refers to the surface integral taken with respect to area over C, a

limited region of the complex plane, 77p is defined as the subset of functions

of Lp analytic on C. If fm, /„£ 7TP and limm,„_ ffc |/„ - /m|pdS = 0, there

exists/£Lp such that lim„_ ffc \f-fA"dS = 0. Then limn_/„(z) = f(z)
uniformly on any closed set interior to C [ 19, p. 109]. Thus H'p is closed.

A subset L* of L" is called a convex subset of Lp provided that g, A £ L* im-

plies [rg + (1 - r)h] E L* for all r such that 0 £ r £ 1. We say Ln is a nested

sequence of subsets of Lp if L„ £ Ln+X £ Lp, re = 1,2, • • •. In the applications

considered in this paper (Part II) L* is the closure of U" Ln.

It is assumed throughout this paper that C is a limited region of the com-

plex plane and that integration is over E, namely, the boundary y of C or

the point set C itself. In the former case we suppose y is an analytic Jordan

curve and integrate with respect to arc length; in the latter case we integrate

with respect to area. If fE\fi — /21p¿M = 0, fx and f2 are regarded as the same

function on E.

A polynomial pAz) of degree re is a function which can be expressed in the

form a02n-f axzn~l + ■•• +an, where a0 may be zero. We give examples

for later reference of closed convex subsets L* of 7/ and nested sequences L„

of such sets.

Example A. For L* = Hp (or 77p) and Ln, the set of polynomials of degree

re, Ln is a nested sequence of closed convex subsets of the closed convex

subset L*.

Example B. Given points wx,w2, ■ ■ -,wm interior to C, let interpolation

conditions f(wj) = u¡, j = 1,2, ■■ -,m, be assigned. If the wj are not all dis-

tinct, the appropriate Uj are to be interpreted in the usual way as values
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assigned to derivatives. Define L* = {/| (1) fEHp iorH'p); (2) fiwj) = u¡,

j = 1, • • -, m ) and L„ = \f\ (1) fEL*; (2) /(z) = p„(z)}. It is known that the

function fp of L* which minimizes J\t\-\ |/(z).|p |dz| is of the form

a n (*-a,)/u - âiz)u a - ¿;z)2/pn d - *j*)-*ß,
íes' ¿es /-i

where |a,j < 1, S is the set of integers 1,2, •••,m — 1, and S' is a certain

subset of S [10, pp. 277-278].

I. Results for a general Fp-space

2. Existence of extremal function. It is well known that if L* is a closed

convex subset of Lp, 1 < p < °°, there is a unique element of L* for which

l|g|p= [7ï;|g|pdMj1/pisaminimum [1, p.103], [25, p. 129]. We assume that

the measure u of E is finite. In this paper extremal function of L* denotes a

function g * which minimizes ||g||p, g EL*.

Theorem 1. If FELP and L* is a closed convex subset of Lp, then

L'*={g\g = F-f,fEL*\

is also a closed convex subset of Lp. There exists a unique element f* of F* for

which || F — / ||p is a minimum, namely: f* = F — g*, where g* is the extremal

function of L*.

In Theorem 2 the weight function w is understood to be positive, inte-

grable, and bounded from zero on F.

Theorem 2. If L* is a closed convex subset of Lpw (the set of functions f such

that fEw\f\"dfi exists) when [ fEw\f\pdu]Up is taken as ||/||p, then

f;=|sIs = »>1/p/,/ef*}

is a closed convex subset of Lp. Hence, there exists a unique element f* EL* for

which \\f\\p is a minimum, namely: f* = g*/iw)i/p, where g* is the extremal

function of L*.

By combining the results of Theorems 1 and 2 we obtain the following:

If w is a weight function as described above and if F is an arbitrary element

of Fp then for / in L*, a closed convex subset of Lpm there is a unique /* of

L* such that fw\F - f\pdp is a minimum and f* = F - g*/iw)1,p.

3. Inequalities for norms in an arbitrary L'-space. As is customary,

{/,"!'*} '"

is abbreviated by ||g||p or just by ||g||.
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose p > 0 and choose r, 0 < r < 1. Then, for \Z\ < r < 1,

\1 + Z\p = 1 + p Re Z + R(Z) with \R(Z)\ < \Z\2A(p,r) with A(p,r) de-
pendent on p and r but independent of Z.

Proof. We have

(l + Z)p/2= 1 + (p/2)Z + M(Z)    with |M(Z) | <X(p,r)|Z|2.

Then

11 + Z|p = [ 1 + (p/2)Z + M(Z)][ 1 + (p/2)Z + M(Z)}

= 1 + p Re Z + R(Z),    as required.

The method of proof used for Theorem 3 is similar to one used by Ahlfors

[1, pp. 121-122].

Theorem 3. Choose r, 0 < r < 1. Suppose p > 1 and f,gELp with integra-

tion over E. Let Ex denote the subset of E on which \g/f\ < r and E2 the subset

of E on which \glf\ ^ r. TAere

(a) f   \f + g\"dp= f   |/|pdM + pRef   \f\p(glf)dp +  f    Rxdp,

\RX(X)\ < |/(X)|p|g(X)//(X)|2A(p,r);

(b) f   \f + g\pdp= f   |/|pdM+pRef   \f\»(glf)dp+ f   R2dp,
J E2 Jfy Je2 Je2

\R2(X)\ ^|g(X)|pfi(p,r).

Proof. On Ex Lemma 3.1 implies

|/ni+(S//)|p= \f\p[l+pRe(glf) + R(g/ñ}.

The result (a) is immediate.

Since on E2 we have |#//| ^ r,

Il/ + i|p- |/|p-pRe|/|pte//)| £ k|p[(l + l/r)p+(l/r)p + p(l/r)p-1].

Inequality (b) follows directly.

A subset L* of Lp with an extremal element / will be called admissible if

for some b, which may depend on ft, 0 < b ;£ <», the relation h £ L* implies

f+X(f - A) £ L* for X complex and |X| ^6.

Theorem 4. Suppose f is extremal for an admissible subset L* of V and let

A be any element of L*. Then

X(4.1) )e   |/|p(/- A) Ifdp = 0.
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Proof. In Theorem 3 set g = X<¡> with -i> = f — h and denote Fi and E2,

which now depend on X, by Eh and F2a. Addition of (a) and (b) yields:

f    \f+x<t>\pdu= f    |/|pdM + pRef    \f\piX4>/ñdu
Je Je Je

(4.2) +jEhRxdß+j^R2dß,

\Ri(X)\ < |A|2|/(X)|p"2|0(X)|2A(p,r),   |F2(X)| i U|p|0(X)|pF(p,r).

For p S: 2, it follows from the Holder inequality and the fact the integral

is not decreased by substituting F for Ex that the third term on the right is

bounded by A(p,r) ||/||P_2|X12¡0||p. Clearly the fourth term on the right side

of (4.2) is bounded by F(p,r) |X|P||0||P. For 1 <p < 2, the third term on

the right side of (4.2) is bounded by A(p,r) |X|2^|/|p|0//|pdp, that is, by

Aip,r)\x\2\\<j>\\pp, and the fourth term by F(p,r)|x|p||</.||p.

Since / is extremal for F* and (/+ X<f>) E F* for |X| ^6, we have

||/+X</,||P^||/||P,

whence

O^pReJ(4.3) O^pRel   X|/|p-7tf>dp + 0(|X|6),       X^O,

with S = 2 for p è 2, S = p for 1 < p < 2. If (4.1) is not satisfied, argX can

be assigned so that the argument of the first term on the right side of (4.3)

is 7T. For | X | sufficiently small the modulus of the first term exceeds that of

the second; this gives a contradiction and completes the proof. For this

proof, compare [5a].

Theorem 5. Suppose f is extremal for an admissible subset L* of Lp and

that ir„ is a sequence in L* such that \\f — wn\\p < 1. We conclude the following:

(a)IKIIS- H/||P,<Aí1||/-,rJp>rpií2.
(b) /// is bounded on E and if |/(X) — ir„(X) | < 1 almost everywhere on E,

then

hnVP-\\f\\pP<M2\\f-^\\i   forp^2;

if \f\p~2 is bounded on E and if | (/(X) - ir„(X))//(X) | < r < 1 almost every-

where on E, then

\\nn\\p- \m<Mz\f-*n\l   forl<p<2.

(c) 7/|(/(X) - Tn(X))/f(X)\ is bounded on E, then

>n\\p ll/||^M4||/-^||p   for l<p<2.
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(d) 7/1 (f(X) — ir„(X))//(X) | < r < 1 almost everywhere on E, then

hn\\pp- \\f\\PpSMb( \f\p-2\f - *n\2dp   forp>l.
Je

Proof. Identify the present / and (ir„ — f) with / and g of Theorem 3. The

sets Ex and E2, now denoted by EXn and E^, depend on re. By combining

(a) and (b) of Theorem 3 and applying Theorem 4, we have

(5.1) ||7rn||p- ||/||p úA(p,r) f    \f\p~2\f-irn\2dp + B(p,r) f    \f-*n\pdp.

If p 2: 2, by applying Holder's inequality to the integral in the first term

of the second member of (5.1) and noting that

f     \f-*n\PdpÁ   f     |/-1r„|pdpl2/P,
Je^ L Je^ J

we deduce that the right side of (5.1) is less than or equal to

max[ A(p,r)\\f\\p-2; B(p,r)]. \\f - *n\\2p,

which completes the proof of (a).

In (5.1) we factor sup|/|p"2 from the first integral and, in case \f — itn\ < 1

and p à 2, substitute \f — t„|2 for \f — ir„|p in the second integral on the

right without changing the sense of the inequality or the constant factors,

thus obtaining (b) for p ^ 2. If 1 <p < 2 and | (/ - tt)//| < r < 1 on E,

since Ein is the null set, the result (b) is obtained from (5.1) by factoring

sup |/|p 2 from the first integral on the right.

Noting |/|p_2|/ — tt„|2 = | (/ — tt„)//|2 p|/— tt„|p and substituting into

(5.1) in the case 1 <p < 2, we obtain (c). In case (d), E^ is the null set.

Corollary 5.1. 7re the inequalities of Theorem 5, if ||/|| ?¿ 0, j| 7r„|| — ||/|| may

be substituted for ||xjp - ||/||p.

Proof. If ||t„|| = ||/||, the result is trivial. Otherwise, the law of the mean

applied to the function Xp implies there exists £„, ||/|| < £„ < ||7r„||, so that

ihip- i/«p= [i*.i - \f\Wn-i>[\Wn[\ - u/iNPii/ir1.

Theorem 6. Suppose f is extremal for a convex subset L*of Lp and suppose

irn is a sequence in L* such that lim„^„ || ir„|| = ||/|| ^ 0. Then for any \pn (£ L*)

suchthat ||¿n|| ^ HttJ,

(6.1) |/-*»|-0[(|Tn|-|/|)l"j,       »-».

with r = p for p 2: 2 and r = 2 for 1 < p < 2. For p^2, if L* is admissible

and if ||/ — ir„|| = 0(y„) with lim^^y,, = 0, íAere
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(6.2) \\f-U=0(y2rlp),       B->».

Proof. We apply an inequality on uniformly convex spaces proved by

Hanner [6] forp > 1. In the casep ^ 2 a result of Clarkson [3] could be used.

Since ||\pn\\ - 11/11 i ||ir„|| - ¡/II, it is sufficient to show

!/-*»! =o[(l*»ll-I/»)1"].

Letd= ¡/II and,„= |*„|| - ||/|. Then |//d|| = 1 and |*n/(d + „„) || = 1.
Now

\\f/2d + tn/2(d + vn)\\ è ||(/+*„)/2d|| - ||^||[(l/2d) - l/2(d + „„)]

^ 1 - vJ2d.

By the theorem of Hanner ||^„/(d + tj„) — //d|| i tn, with c„ = Oiv]ir), re—> «>,

with r = 2forl<p<2 and r = p for p ^ 2. Now

|*„-/H id[\\tn/id + vn) ~f/d\\ + \\Ul/d- l/(d + „n)||]

id[tn3vnld] = 0iv]¿r).

Combining Corollary 5.1, as applied to (a) of Theorem 5 and the result of

the present theorem, we obtain (6.2).

For 2 i p < œ, if / is extremal for F*, a convex subset of Fp, and h is an

arbitrary element ofL*, it can be proved easily from an inequality of Clark-

son [3] that ||/i-/||pá2p-1[||ft||p- ||/||p]. For by Clarkson's inequality

«>i + /||P+ l|/i-/llP^2p^[|re||p+ l/l']. Since ||(/i + /)/2|| è ||/||,wehave
-||re + /||p^-2p||/|p. Thus, ||re-/|p^2p-1[||Ä||p-||/||p]. For Kp<2

there does not exist M such that \\h - f\\p i M [\\h\\p - ||/||p]. For if this

inequality held it could be combined with the conclusion in Theorem 5,

ll,rn||p— ||/||p < Af3||/— 7rn|||, to obtain a degree of convergence stronger

than maximal convergence in the case / is analytic and bounded from zero

on y.

When {e„ j is used henceforth in this paper, it is to be understood that for

re sufficiently large 0 < tn+x i tn<l and lim„_^„ e„ = 0.

Theorem 7. Suppose f, such that ||/|| ^ 0, is extremal for an admissible con-

vex subset L* of Lp, p > 1. Suppose, for given {«„(, there exists rn i EL*)

such that ||/ — 7r„|p < 1 and such that for some M

(7.1) |[/(X) - TniX)]/f(X) | < Men   when XE (F - F0),

where E0 is a set of measure zero and is independent of re. If \pnEL* and

Uni è ||ir„||, then ||/ - ^|| = 0(e2/r), re-* oo, with r = p for p è 2 but r= 2

forl<p<2.

Proof. Corollary 5.1, applied to (d) of Theorem 5, followed by (7.1) and

Theorem 6, yields the result.
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Theorem 7'. Suppose f is extremal for an admissible convex subset L* of

Lp,p> 1, and that for given [ tn] there exists ir„ (EL*) such that

(7.1') |/-*-b<l,

(7.2') | (/-*„)//| 2=0(t„),

(7.3') | (/-*„)//! <r<l    onE.

TAere, i/||/||p ^ 0 and if f is bounded on E, the conclusion of Theorem 7 holds.

Theorem 8. Suppose f with |/|| ^ 0 is extremal for an admissible convex sub-

set L* of L", p St 2, and that, for a given [en], there exists fn ( £ L*) such that

11/ — /n|| p < 1, and that either

(1) lf-fniP=0(ttt), *-+«,

or

(2) f is bounded on E, |/„(X) — /(X)| < 1 almost everywhere on E, and

\\f-hh=0(tn),       re^co.

If in ( E L*) is defined so that \in\p ^ ||/n||p, then

||/-^||p=0(ín/p),       re-» ».

Proof. Under the hypotheses (1) or (2), Corollary 5.1 as applied to (a) or

(b) of Theorem 5 implies ||/„|| — ||/| = 0(4). Theorem 6 now gives the

required result.

Theorem 9. Suppose f is extremal for an admissible subset L* of Lp, p 2; 2.

For given [en] suppose 7r„(£L*) defined so that \\f — irn\\p = 0(tn), re—> œ.

Let \pn be any sequence in L* such that \4/n\pS ||?rn||p- TAere if [|/|P_2]~|J is

integrable for some ß (> 0), we have

f \f-U¿il'a> dp = 0(£2(1-")    fora = 1/(1 + ß).
Je ,

Proof. We first derive (9.2), which holds for p > 1 if / is extremal for an

admissible subset L * of Lp, and (9.3). Finally (9.5), (9.3), and (9.4) are com-

bined to complete the proof.

We begin with the identity

J \f\p-'V-g\2du = j \f\p-2f(f-g)dp-f \f\p-2fgdp

(9.1)

+ J \f\p-2\g\2dp,

which holds if g EL*. Theorem 4 implies f\f\p2f(f — g)dp= 0, whence

since f |/|pdp is real,
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J \f\p-2fgdp = j \fr2fgdp = j \f\pdp.

Substitution of these results into (9.1) yields

(9.2) j \f\p-2\f-g\2dp=j  |/|p-2[|£|2- \f\2]dß-

Holder's inequality implies

J( r )(p-2)/p( r \ -up
\f\p-2\g\2dpi[J   \f\pdp\ (J   \g\pdp]     .

Since / is extremal, the right member is not greater than f \g \pdp. This result

combined with (9.2) implies that

(9.3) f \f\p"2\f-g\2dpi j \g\pdp- J \f\pdp.

We note now that ifp > 0 and r > 0, if |/|p~2|/ — g\r is integrable and if,

for some ß( > 0), also [|/|P~2]~'J is integrable, then

(9.4) J \f-gr~°>dp ï[f dpl[ |/|p-'}u->/»]8. [ J* \f\p-2\f-g\rdp] ~\

where a = 1/(1 + ß), a result obtained by using |/|p~2 as the weight function

in an inequality previously proved [19, p. 105]. (The method of proof in

which Holder's inequality is applied holds for an arbitrary Lp-space.)

Now by hypothesis, H*B| ̂  ||^|| ^ ||/||. Then

(9.5) l*.i;-l/l2-o<«3

is an immediate consequence of (a) of Theorem 5.

Combining (9.5) with (9.3) and (9.4) when g is replaced by \¡/n, we obtain

the required result.

II. Applications to analytic functions

4. Convergence of sequences of functions extremal for line and surface

integrals in the complex plane. The remainder of this paper is concerned with

convergence, in particular, degree of convergence of the extremal poly-

nomials to the corresponding extremal function in 77p on certain subsets of

the complex plane. We frequently use

Hypothesis H. Let D be a closed limited Jordan region, with interior C,

bounded by a Jordan curve y which, for the line integral case, is supposed

analytic. Assume integration over C for the surface integral, over y for the line

integral. Define L * and Ln as in Example B of the introduction. Suppose F £ Lp
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defined on E, the set over which the integral is taken, and let f* and f* minimize

\\F- /||p, fEL*, and \\F- fn\\p, fnELn, respectively.

Before proceeding to consider degree of convergence under assumption of

special behavior of the extremal function we consider convergence in the

general case.

Theorem 10. Assume Hypothesis H. Then /;*(z) converges to f*(z) everywhere

interior to y, uniformly on any closed set interior to y.

Proof. For the line integral case there exist [23, p. 431] polynomials F„

such that lim^^l/* — Fn|| =0, since f*EHp. We define pn(z) as Gn(z)

+ P„iz) with Gniz) the polynomial [19, §11.1] of degree m — 1 such that

Gniwk) = uk — Pn(wk), k = l,2,---,m, and such that on y we have |G„(z)|

i Mmaxk\uk — Pn(wk)\ if the points wk are distinct; a suitably modified

inequality holds even if some wk are multiple. Then pn E Ln and

||/* - P.«   i   ||/* - Pn\\  +   \\Pn- Pn\\   =   ||/* - Pn\\   +   ||G„|

á ||/* - F.ll + AF max \f*(wk) - Pn(wk) |.

Now Pn(z) converges to f*(z) uniformly on any closed set interior to 7 [ 19,

§5.8] and, since the wk are interior to y,

lim max |/*(u>*) - Pn(wk) | = 0.
n—*o>

Thus,

lim ||/* - p„|| = 0.
n—»co

Minkowski's inequality, applied again, yields

(10.1) ll^-Pnll   -\\F-f*\\i   ||/* -Pj.

By Theorem 6, when L'*= \g\g = F - f, fEL*\ is taken as the L*,

irn= F — pn, as the wn, and F — /* as the \pn of that theorem with F — f*

extremal for L'*, we have ||/*-/*|| = 0[(||F-p„|| - ||F - /*||)1/r]. Com-

bining this result with (10.1), we obtain lim||/* — /*|| = 0. It follows [19,

§5.8] that lim/*(z) = /*(z) everywhere interior to 7, uniformly on any closed

set interior to 7.

In the proof for the surface integral case [ 5], or [ 19, p. 45] and [ 19, p. 109]

are used.

Theorem 11. Suppose L* defined as in Example B iline integral over \z\

= 1). Let Piz) be a polynomial of degree m — 1 such that Piwj) = Uj, j = 1,

■■■,m, and Biz) = U?iz - wj)/(l - wjz).   Then, if FEL",  f*   minimizes

|F-/||p,  fEL*,   if and  only   if g*(z) = (f*(z) — P(z))/B(z)   minimizes

\\Fi -g\\P, gEHp with Fx(z) = (F(z) - P(z))/B(z).
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Proof. ||P-/| = || (P- P)/B- (/- P)IB\\.

Corollary 11.1. /* minimizes ||/||p, /£L*, if and only if g* minimizes

\(-PlB)-g\p,gEHp.

The following theorem was proved in more general form by Rogosinski

and Shapiro ([13] or [16]).

Theorem A. Suppose F(z) is analytic for t < \z\ < 1/i, 0 < t < 1. Then for

some t', t :S t' < 1, ifte minimizing function f* for \\F — /||p, /£ 77p, norm on

\z\ = 1, satisfies the following conditions. For p = 1, f*(z) is analytic for

\z\ < 1/i'. For 1 <p < oo, f*(z) is analytic for \z\ < 1/i' except possibly for

isolated branch points in 1 < \z\ <I/t'.

Corollary 11.2. The extremal function for L* defined as in Example B for

the line integral over an analytic Jordan curve y is always analytic on C + y.

Proof. The general case reduces to the unit circle case by mapping the

interior of y onto the interior of |u;| = 1.

5. Maximal convergence of sequences of polynomials extremal for line and

surface integrals in the complex plane. We now consider some cases where the

sequence of polynomials p*(z), extremal for polynomials of degree re con-

tained in a closed convex subset L * of Lp, can be shown to converge maxi-

mally to the extremal function of L*.

For a more complete definition of maximal convergence the reader is

referred to [19, Chapter IV]. We let D denote a closed limited set in the

complex plane whose complement K in the extended plane is connected;

DR the equipotential locus in K, G(x,y) = log 7? > 0, and p = p(f) the great-

est number such that f(z) is single-valued and analytic everywhere interior

to Dp. A sequence of polynomials [pAz) j with the property that for every

R < p there exists M (which may depend on R but is independent of n and z)

such that \f(z) — p„(z)| ^M/R", zED, is said to converge maximally to

f(z) on D.

The case P£ L*, /* = P, is already known. For the sake of simplicity in

certain theorems we exclude this case.

Theorem 12. Assume Hypothesis H. If f* is single-valued and analytic

on D, we conclude the following. In case p 2: 2, if [ (F — /*)p-2]" ¿s integrable

for some ß > 0, then the sequence f*(z) converges maximally to f*(z) on D. In

case 1 < p < 2, if F — f* = Qqd> for some function <f> continuous and nonvanish-

ing on E and Qq a polynomial, say of degree q, then the convergence is maximal

on D.

Proof. We note that if F is analytic on E (that is on D in case of the sur-

face integral, on y for the line integral case) and if f* is analytic on D as in

the fine integral case (by Corollary 11.2), the requirements in the hypothe-
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sis for (F — /*) are satisfied, whence, according to the theorem, maximal

convergence is implied. (See Corollary 12.1.)

Define L'* as \g\g= F - f, fEL*\ and L'n as \g„\gn = F - /„, fnELn\.

By Theorem 1 the extremal element g* of L* is just (F — /*) and g*, extremal

for L'n, is just (F — /*). We note that g* is not identically zero on F.

Case (ï). p Si 2. Since /* is supposed analytic on D, the Tchebycheff poly-

nomials irn(z) have the property that for any Rx, R < Rx < p¡-, we have

|/*(z) — ir„(z)| <M'X/R1 when zED- Such polynomials can be chosen so

that xniwd =f*iw¡) = uu as assigned. Thus, \\g* - (F - xB)|| = 0(1/F?).

Since (F - *•„) E L'n and g* is extremal for L'n, \\g*\\ i \\F — 7r„||. Thus, the

hypothesis for Theorem 9 is satisfied with L* and L'n taken as the L* and Ln

of that theorem, g* and g„ as the / and \(/n, and {1/RX\ as ¡e„j. Hence,

Theorem 9 yields

(12.1) J   |(F-/*) - (F-/*)|2ll-a,dM = 0(l/Ffu-o))

for some a, 0 < a < 1.

Since the integrand in the left member of (12.1) is just \f* — /,f|2,1"a), we

may apply a theorem previously proved [ 19, p. 94] or [ 19, p. 97], to obtain

\f iz) - f*iz) | < M/Rn on D for some M, as required.

Case (ii). 1 < p i 2. This discussion holds for all p > 1, but for p > 2 the

degree of convergence deduced is weaker than maximal convergence al-

though it implies convergence throughout Cp-¿iP.

By hypothesis, F —/* = Qq4> with Qq a polynomial of degree q and <f>

continuous and nonvanishing on F. Since /* is analytic and single-valued

on D, f*(z)/Qq(z) = h(z) + qr(z)/Qq(z) with h analytic on D and qT a poly-

nomial of degree not greater than q. Hence, the existence of polynomials

pn(z), independent of R, of respective degrees re [19, p. 20] such that

|re(z)-p„(z)| <M[/Rnx

when zED implies |/*(z)/Qqiz) - [pniz) + qriz)/Qqiz)}\<M'X/Rnx when

zED and the removable singularities are removed, that is,

\{f*iz) - [pn(z)Qq(z)+qr(z)]\/Qq(z)\ <M'xRVR"x+'>.

The expression in square brackets is a polynomial irn+q of degree re + q. If

pn(z) is required [19, p. 310] to equal h(z) at the points wk, then irn(wk)

= Pn(wk)Qq(wk) + qr(wk) = f*(wk). Thus irn(wk) - uk, that is, ir„E Ln+q.

Since 4> is continuous and does not vanish on F, it follows that

|[(F(z) - f*(z)) - (F(z) - *n+qiz))]/Qqiz)<Hz)\ i M'{/Rrq   on F.

Since (F — irn+q) E L'n+q, we have
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\\g*+g\\ ̂  \\F- Tn+,||,       g*+q extremal for L'n+q.

Now Theorem 7 yields

\\g*-g:+q\\ - 0[(l/AÏ+s)(2/r)],       r extremal for L„

that is,

iir-/n%i = o[(i/pr"),2'r)]

with r = 2 for 1 <p < 2, but r = p for p 2: 2. As in Case (i), this implies

the existence of M'2 such that

\f*(z) - n+Az) | Ú M./P21"^'"-   for z on D.

Corollary 12.1. For L* and Ln defined as in Example B for the line inte-

gral, if F is analytic on y but F(£L*, then f*(z) converges maximally to f*(z),

where f* minimizes \\F — f\\p, fEL*, and /* minimizes \\F — fn\\, fnELn.

6. Degree of convergence if the extremal function satisfies an integrated

Lipschitz condition. In the following, classes of functions previously studied

in [22] are used. If y is an analytic Jordan curve, a function f(z) belongs to

class H(k,a,p) on 7 (A a non-negative integer, 0 < a < 1, p > 1) provided

fm(z) is of class Hp(y), and provided, with respect to arc-length s on y,

f[k)(z) satisfies a pth power integrated Lipschitz condition of order a. The

Zygmund class Z(k,p) is similarly defined except that fk)(z) = <j>(s) is contin-

uous and satisfies a condition of form

I   |0(s + ft) + <b(s - ft) - 2<fi(s) \pds = 0(h)
J y

instead of an integrated Lipschitz condition.

By Corollary 12.1, [f*(z) ] converges maximally to f*(z) if F(z) is assumed

to be analytic on y. Weaker conclusions are obtained in Theorem 13 under

the hypothesis F £ Lp.

Theorem 13. Assume Hypothesis H, line integral case, p 2: 2. Suppose

FEL*. If for some k^O, either f* EH(k,a,p), 0 < a < 1, or f*EZ(k,p),
a = 1, ore y we conclude the following:

(a) f,\f* -f*\P\dz\ = OU/re2^»') and if 2(k+a) > 1

|/*(z) ~/*(z)| ^M/re|2l*+a,-1)/p    onC + y;

(b) if[\F- f*\p-2]-ß is integrable for some ß>0, then

I   \f* _ f^m-a)^ = 0(l/re2(*+aH1-a))
J y

for a= 1/(1 + ß). If 2(1 -a)(k + a) > 1, iAere

\f*(z) - f*(z) | ^ M'lnk+a~1,2yl-a)    onC + y.
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Proof. There exist polynomials Tn(z) [ 22, Theorem l] such that ||/* — ir„||p

= 0(l/re*+°'). Such polynomials may be assumed to belong to L*. (See the

proof of Theorem 10.)

Proof of (a). Theorem'8, when applied to L* = \g\g = F — f, f EL*\ with

/„ of Theorem 8 taken as F — ir„ and \pn as F — /„*, implies the first part of

(a). A theorem of Sewell [15, Theorem 4.2.1] yields the second part of (a).

Proof of (b). Theorem 9, applied to L'* = \g\g = F - f,fEL*\ with *„ of

Theorem 9 taken as F — ir„ and \pn as F — /* implies the first part of (b) ;

[ 15, p. 123] implies the second part of (b).

In the next theorem the surface integral is used. A degree of convergence

of the minimizing polynomials to the minimizing function /* of H'p is ob-

tained provided f*EH(k,a,2). When the norm notation is used here, the

surface integral is to be understood.

Theorem 14. Assume Hypothesis H (surface integral case) with the addi-

tional requirement that the boundary y is an analytic Jordan curve.

Case (i). p ^ 2. Suppose F is bounded on y but F(£L%. If either f*E

H(k,a,2)for0<a < lorf*EZ(k,2) fora = 1 on y and if 2(k + a) > 1, then

\\f* - /*||p = 0(l/re[2(*+")+1)/p)    and    \f*(z) - f*(z) \ < M/re[2(*+»)+1)/p ore D.

Case (ii). 1 < p < œ. Let F(z) = 0. // /* = Qq(b for some polynomial Qq, say

of degree q, and <f> bounded from zero on D and of class H(k, a, 2), 0 < a < 1, or

of class Z(k,2), a = 1, on y, then if 2(fe + a) > 1,

\\f*-fn*\\P = Oil/n^+1'2>2'r),

where r = 2 for 1 < p < 2, r = p for p ^ 2, and

|/*(z) -/»*(*) | < M'/n{k+a+ll2>2lr'2lp

on D.

Proof of Case (i). There exists a function *-„ of F„ such that ||/* — ir„||2

= ||(F-/*) - (F- xj||2= 0(l/re*+*+1'2), by [21], [la], or [24]. To veri-

fy that 7Tn can be supposed to belong to L* see the proof of Theorem 10. Then

[15, p. 137, Exercise 4.6.14] implies |/*(z) - x„(z) | < M/n^"'1'2 on D.

(There is a misprint in [ 15, p. 137, line 2 from the bottom] : |/(z) — Pniz) \

should be raised to the pth power.)

When Theorem 8, (2) is applied with F — f* and F — f* taken respec-

tively as /* and /*, the theorem yields the required result for ||/* — /*||p.

Application of [15, Exercise 4.6.14] completes the proof for Case (i).

Proof of Case (ii). 1 < p < œ. We proceed to show Theorem 7' can be ap-

plied. By [ 21], [ la], or [ 24], there exist polynomials 7r„ of respective degree

re such that

(14.1) ||^,-7rn||2=0(l/ret+°+1'2).
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These polynomials can be chosen so that wAwk) = uk/Qq(wk). By [15, Ex-

ercise 4.6.14], \<b(z) -tAz)\ <Mx/nk+a-ir¿ on D, whence, since f*(z)

- 4>(z)Qq(z) with <b(z) bounded from zero on D, \[f*(z) - 7rn(z)Q,(z)]//*(z)|

<Mx/nh+a 1/2<r<l on D. Clearly ||/* - ir„QJp < 1 for large re. When

n>q, l/nk+a+1'2<2k+a/(n + q)k+a+lr¿, so (14.1) implies \{f* - irnQq)/f*\\2

= 0(1/ (re + q)k+a+lr¿). When the itn Qq are taken as the polynomials of degree

re + g of Theorem 7', that theorem yields ||/* - f*\p = 0(l/re,*+"+1/2,2/r),

whence |/*(z) - f*(z) \ ^ M'/n*+"+w-*ip on D, with r = p for p ^ 2 but

r = 2 for 1< p < 2.

Theorems 12-14 have immediate application to the specific problems men-

tioned in the introduction. A simple illustration is the (Bieberbach) case of

a surface integral with m = 1, p = 2 and the condition p„(0) = 1; the ex-

tremal function f(z) maps C one-to-one onto a circular disc, and its continu-

ity properties on y or D„ yield by Theorems 12 and 14 immediate results on

degree of convergence of the extremal polynomials. The application of The-

orem 12, involving maximal convergence, is considered in [19, Chapter 11,

Theorem 7]; less general results than this application of Theorem 14 are

given in [ 9a]. Likewise for the (Julia) problems of surface or line integrals

with m = 2, p > 1, and the conditions p„(0) = 0, p'AO) = 1, the extremal

function is /(z)[/'(z)]2/p or f(z) [ f (z) ]1/p, respectively, where/(z) is the map-

ping function; continuity properties on y or Dp of the latter yield by Theo-

rems 12-14 immediate results on degree of convergence of the extremal poly-

nomials. Maximal convergence has already been extablished in the case with

p = 2 for the line integral [ 19, Chapter 11, Theorem 9].
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